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INTRODUCTION 
The only topology considered for the infinite product of topolo­
gical spaces in most current topology texts and research papers is the 
Tychonoff topology. Yet there is another topology which seems to be a 
much more topologically natural generalization of the usual "box" topo­
logy of finite products. We call this natural generalization the 
Goofynoff topology and exploit its properties. The use of the word 
"Goofynoff" (pronounced Goof'-n-off) is not universal and does not re­
fer to any person of that name. In the few references to this topology 
that can be found, it is usually called simply the Box Topology. None 
of the popular topology texts provide much indication of why the 
Tychonoff topology is generally chosen instead of the more natural 
Goofynoff topology. This paper provides the reasons from a topologist's 
point of view. In Section III of this paper we compare the productivity 
of various properties under these two topologies. 
This paper was motivated by a question asked in the notes for a 
topology class at Utah State University in the fall of 1972. This 
question, concerned with the connectedness of an infinite product of 
connected spaces (under the Goofynoff topology), went unanswered 
through two graduate classes. An example showing that such a space 
may fail to be connected is given in Section II. In some respects the 
example resembles the Hilbert Cube I
w 
and, for that reason, is called
the Goofy Cube and is denoted by G
w
. In order to emphasize the
difference, we include a table at the end of Section II which compares 
the topological properties of I
w 
with those of G
w
.
I. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Given two sets A and B, the product, denoted AXB, is defined 
to be the set of all ordered pairs (a,b) where aEA and bEB. If X and 
Y are topological spaces, then the family of all sets of the form 
DXV, where U is open in X and V is open in Y is a basis for a 
topology for XX Y. The topology generated by this basis is called 
the product topology for XXY. The definitions and remarks given thus 
far easily extend to products of any finite collection of topological 
spaces. An equivalent basis for the product topology on a finite 
product X1 X X2 X · • • X Xn is the set of all products of the form
U 1 X U2 X • · · X U
0 
where each Ui is restricted to a fixed basis for Xi.
This fact allows us to picture a basis element for the product 
topology as a n-sided box and thus many people refer to the product 
topology as the "box" topology. 
The mappings from XXY onto X and Y defined by TI
X
( (x,y) ) = x 
and IT
Y
( (x,y) ) = y, respectively, are called projections or 
projections onto the coordinate spaces. As can be easily shown, 
these projections are continuous and open. The box topology is the 
smallest topology on XXY which makes these projections continuous. 
We now extend these ideas on product spaces to infinite products. 
Let A be an indexing set (possibly uncountably infinite) and for 
each aEA, let A be a topological space. The cartesian product a 
X {Aa: aEA} (abbreviated X Aa where only one indexing set is involved)
is the set of all functions f: A-UAa such that f (a) E Aa for each aEA.
This product could also be thought of as a set of "infinite-tuples" 
2 
where the a
th 
coordinate would be f(a), an element of Aa. For each 
13 E: A, the map IT 
13 
: X Aa ....._ A 8 
, defined by I1
8
(f) = f (8), is called the
l3 th 
projection mapping of X Aa on to A8. AB is called the 8
th 
factor
th 
coordinate We denote element f of X Aa byspace or 8 space. an 
3 
<xa> or more frequently by <f(a)> and call f(a) the a
th 
coordinate of f.
There are many ways to describe a topology on the cartesian pro­
duct X Aa. Of course we shall want a topology which agrees with the 
box topology in the case of finite products and we would hope that the 
projection mappings would be continuous. The most well-known topology 
for X Aa, called the Tychonoff topology, is defined as the smallest 
topology for which the projection mappings are all continuous. The 
family of all subse ts of X Aa of the form X Ua, where each Ua is open 
in Aa and Ua = Aa for all but a finite number of indices a, is the 
usual basis taken for the Tychonoff topology [l; p. 98]. 
Perhaps a more natural way of defining a topology for X Aa would 
be to merely extend the definition of the box topology for finite 
products. The Goofynoff topology for X Aa is defined to be the 
topology generated by taking as a basis the set D of all subsets of 
X Aa of the form X Ua, where each Ua is a basis element of Aa. It is 
important to note that the sets generated in this manner are independent 
of the selection of bases for the factor spaces. We need to prove at 
this point that the set Dis indeed a basis for some topology on X Aa. 
Clearly the set D covers the space X Aa. Suppose B1, B2 E: D and
g E: (Bl n B2). Then Bl = X ua and B2 = X Va for some collection of 
Ua's and Va's where Ua and Va are basis elements in Aa for each a E: A.
Since g E: (B1 (\B2), we know that g(
a) E: (Ua n Va) for each a E: A. Thus
for each a E: A, there exists a basis element Ya of Aa such that 
g(a) E Ya C (Ua n Va). Hence X Ya is an element of D such that
g E X ya C (Bl n B2). Therefore, the set Dis a basis for some 
topology on X Aa [2; Th. 1.5, p. 22]. 
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Given a product space S = X {Aa: aEA}, the Tychonoff topology on 
S will be denoted by T
S 
or just T (when no confusion arises) while
the Goofynoff topology will be denoted by G
S 
or just G. We will assume
that bases for the Aa are fixed and refer to the elements of the basis 
D for G
S 
as basic open sets.
Since XUa, where each Ua is open in Aa and Ua = Aa for all but 
a finite number of indices a, is clearly the union of basic open sets, 
we see that the Tychonoff topology is a subset of the Goofynoff 
topology for XAa. Consequently, any continuous function on (XAa,T) 
will also be continuous when viewed as a function on (XAa,G). Thus, 
for instance, the projection mapping TIS: (XAa,G)�AS 
is continuous
for each SEA. Furthermore, rr
s
(XUa) = u
s 
and thus the s
th projection 
of a basic open set is a basis element of A
S 
implying that the
projection mappings on (XAa,G) are also open functions. 
There are several concepts in topology whose definitions vary 
slightly from text to text. We now give the version of each of these 
concepts which we will be using in this paper. 
A To-space is a space X such that, if p,q E Xand p # q, there 
exists an open set U with either p E U  and qi U or pi U and q E U. 
A T1-space is a space X such that, if p,q E X  and p # q, there exists
an open set U with p E U  and qi U. A T2-space is a Hausdorff space.
A T3-space is a regular T1-space and a T4-space is a normal T1-space.
A T5-space is a completely normal T1-space.
A space Xis B-W compact if and only if every infinite subset 
of X has a limit point in X. 
A space Xis countably compact if and only if every countable 
open cover of X has a finite subcover of X. 
If Xis a space and pEX, then Xis locally compact at p if and 
only if there exists an open set U and a compact subspace K of X such 
that pEUCK. A space Xis locally compact if and only if Xis locally 
compact at each point of X. 
If Xis a space and pEX, then Xis locally connected at p if and 
only if , whenever Vis an open set about p ,  there exists a connected 
open set U with pEUCV. A space Xis locally connected if and only 
if Xis locally connected at each point of X. 
If Xis a space and pEX, then Xis locally separable at p if and 
only if there exists a separable open set U with pEU. A space Xis
locally separable if and only if Xis locally separable at each point 
of X. 
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II. THE GOOFY CUBE
Let N be the set of positive integers and for each nEN, let 
In = [0,1] with its usual topology. We note that each In is then
a compact, connected, second countable, separable, metric space and 
is also locally compact, locally connected, and locally separable. 
We define the Goofy Cube G
w 
to be the space X{In: nEN} with the
Goofynoff topology. G
w 
resembles the Hilbert Cube I
w 
since I
w 
is 
homeomorphic to X{In: nEN} with the Tychonoff topology [l; Th. 8.4,
p. 193].
In Section III of this paper, it will be shown that the Goofynoff 
product of a collection of T2-spaces is a T2-space. Thus G
w 
is a 
T2-space. It was recently proven by Rudin [4], with the assumption 
of the continuum hypothesis, that the Goofynoff product of real lines 
is paracompact. It follows that G
w 
is paracompact [l; Th. 2.4, p.165] 
and therefore G
w 
is a T4-space [l; Th. 2.2, p. 163]. 
Given two points f and g in G
w
, we will say that f is asymptotic 
to g if given o>O, there exists MEN such that lf(n) - g(n)I < o for 
all n > M. 
6 
We observe that this asymptotic relationship defines an equivalence 
relation. For hEG
W 
we define the set As(h) to be the set of all 
points in G
w 
that are asymptotic to h. Thus As(h) is just the 
equivalence class containing h. Hence, if f,g E G
w 
then As (f) = As(g) , 
or As (f) n As (g) = cp. Furthermore, As(f) = As(g) if and only if 
f is asymptotic to g (that is: if and only if f E As(g) ). 
Remarkably, each As(f) is both open and closed as we now show. 
For hEG
w 
we define the tapered neighborhood of H to be the set 
1 1 
T(h) = X{[O,l] n ( h(n) - ii. ,  h(n) + ii. ) }. 
j 
�{ 
;;{ 
-- �{ \ 
t{ 
0 'Z 3 'f s 7 
• 
Clearly hET(h) and T(h) is open since it is the product of open sets. 
We also see that T(h) C As(h). 
w
Now let fEG and gEAs(f). Then 
As(g) = As(f) and hence g E T(g) C As(g) = As(f). Therefore, T(g) 
is an open set about g which lies entirely in As(f). Thus As(f) is 
open. We see that As(f) is closed since, if g i As(f), then As(g) is 
an open set about g that does not intersect As(f). Therefore each 
As(f) is both open and closed. 
Since no constant function (a point p in G
w 
with p(n) = p(m) for 
all n,m s N) is asymptotic to any other constant function, we see that 
the collection C = {As(f): f is a constant function} is an uncountable 
collection of pairwise disjoint, nonempty, proper subsets of G
w 
which 
are both open and closed. Therefore G
w 
is not connected, nor separable, 
and hence not second countable. We also see that the set of constant 
functions is an uncountable point set with no limit point. Therefore 
G
w 
is not B-W compact and hence not compact, countably compact, nor 
sequentially compact [l; Th. 3.2, p. 229] and [2; Th. 8.11, p. 52]. 
7 
/ 
h 
\ I 
I 
I 
An even more remarkable fact about these sets As(f) is that the 
union of any collection of these sets is both open and closed. To see 
this, let L be a collection of points in G
w 
and let U = U{As(f): fEL}. 
Then U is open since unions of open sets are always open. If g i U, 
then we see that As(g) is an open set about g with As(g) nu =¢.
Otherwise there exists h E ( As(g) n U )  and hence As(h) = As(g) and 
As (h) CU implying that gEU, a contradiction. Therefore U is both open 
and closed, 
If we now let L be the set of all constant functions, 
C' = {As(f): fEL}, and P = G
w
_ UC', then the collection C = C' U {P} is 
an open cover for G
w
which consists of uncountably many disjoint open 
and closed sets. Thus Chas no countable subcover and, therefore, 
G
w 
is not a Lindelof space. 
CO!'.\i ERG ENCE CRIT ERIO N IN G
w
: 
We claim that for the sequence {f 11 } to converr,e to a point£ 
in G
w
, it is necessary and sufficient that (1) {fn(a)}-f(a) for each
a E N  and (2) there exists a finite set C = {c1, c2, • • • ,Sn}CN and
a positive integer M such that fn(a) = f(a) for all a i C and all n > M.
It is important to realize that the set C is not dependent upon M but 
only on the original sequence {fn}. The fact that these conditions are
sufficient to guarantee that {fn} converges to f can be established by 
the following argument. Suppose {f n (a)}� f (a) for each a E N and
there exists a set C = {c1, c2, • • • , cm}CN and a positive integer M 
such that fn(a) = f(a) for all a i C and all n.:.. M. Let e be an open 
set in G
w 
about f. Then there exists a basic open set B = X{Bn: nEN}
exist Mi E N  such that fn(c1) E Be. 
for all n.:.. Mi,
1 
Let M* = max {M, M1, M2, • • • , Mm}. Then for n � M*, fn(a) = f(a)
for all a i C and also fn(ci) c Be. for all ci c C and therefore
l 
We now show that conditions (1) and (2) above are necessary for 
the sequence {fn} to converge to the point f in G
w
. It is clear that
{fn}-f implies {fn(a)}-f(a) for each a c N. Suppose there exists
a sequence {fn} which converges to a point f in G
w 
such that condition
9 
(2) is not satisfied. Then given a finite set D' = {c1, c2, , Cm} 
and a positive integer K, there must exist n > K with fn(a) f f(a) for
some a i D'. We now build a subsequence {f
I\
} of {fn} which does not
converge to f and thus obtain a contradiction. Let D1 = {l} and K1 = 1. 
Then there exists n1 > K1 with fn (a) f f(a) for some a i D 1. Let one1 
such a be called m1• Note that m1 
> 1. Let D2 = {1,2,3,
and let K2 = max {ml, �}. Then there exists n2 > K2 with fn (a) f f (a)2 
for some a ;; D2. Let one such a be called m2. Note that m2 > ml and
n2 
> nl. By induction we may continue this process so that in the 
kth
step we let D
k
= {1,2,··· , ml' ···, m2, ····, II\:-l
} and we let
Then there exists n
k 
> K
k 
with fn (a) f f(a) for
k 
some Let one such a be called 
We now show that the subsequence {fI\
} does not converge to f.
For each i c N, define o = 1 if if m. for all k and define
i k 
if i �- From the construction of the 
2 
sequence {f } it follows that
n
k 
o. > 0 for all i c N.
l 
Let 
C
i
= [O,l] n ( f(i) - oi , f(i) + oi ) and let B' = X {e.: l i c N}. 
Clearly f c B' and B' is open in G
w
. Let Mc N. There exists m.. > M
k-1 
and it follows that�> M and I\
> K
k 
> M.
Kk = max {mk-1' I\-1}. 
a i Dk. 
0. 
1 
• • • m } 
, . l 
furthermore !fnk
(�) - f(�) I > ( !fnk(�) - f(�) I )/2 = o�.
Therefore fn (m,) t Om from which fn k K k k 
t B' follows. Therefore,
given MEN, we have found n
k 
> M with fnk 
i B'. Thus {fn } does notk 
converge to f, contradicting the assumption that {fn} converges to f. 
Thus condition (2) of the convergence criterion is necessary for the 
sequence {fn} to converge to f in G
w
. This completes the proof.
If we now consider the open set V = X{vn: n EN, Vn = [0,1) } and
the constant function w which is 1 in every coordinate, we see that, 
although w is a limit point of V, it follows from the convergence 
criterion on page 8 that no sequence of points in V can converge to w. 
Thus G
w 
is not a first countable space [3; Th. 8, p. 72) and hence 
is not a metrizable space. 
w 
We now wish to investigate the local properties of the space G.
Let B be a basic open set about the point z which is zero in every 
coordinate. Thus B X{Bn: n EN} where Bn = [O,on) for some on> 0.
Clearly B = X {Bn: n E N}. We now define ¾: Bn � In by
1½i(t) = (t)/on and observe that each Hn i.s a linear homeomorphism of
Bn onto In. It follows that the function H: 13 ---)G
w 
defined by
H( <f(n)>) = <Hn( f(n) )> is a homeomorphism of B onto G
w
. Since
G
w 
is not compact nor separable, Bis neither compact nor separable. 
Thus we have shown that no basic open set about z has a closure that 
is compact or separable. 
Now let Ube ·an arbitrary open set about z and B be a basic open 
set about z with BCU. U can not be separable, for if it were, then 
the open subset B would be separable and consequently B would be 
separable. Therefore no open set about z is separable and hence G
w 
is not locally separable. 
10 
Suppose now that there exists an open set U and a compact 
subset K of G
w 
with z s UCK. Then since G
w 
is a Hausdorff space and 
closed subsets of compact sets inherit compactness in a Hausdorff 
space, we see that, if B is a basic open set about z such that BCU, 
then B must be compact. Since this contradicts the fact that no basic 
w 
open set about z has a compact closure, G can not be locally compact.
We should note here that this same type of proof that G
w 
fails 
to be locally separable and locally compact could be done with any 
point f in G
w 
and that the constant function z was chosen only because 
it made the details easier to see and write up. 
w 
Before investigating the space G for the property of local
connectedness, we need to look further into the subject of what sets 
11 
in G
w 
are both open and closed. Suppose E = {a a •••} is a countable l' 2• 
w 
set of positive real numbers and f,g s G. We will say that f is
E-related to g (denoted f�g) if given 6 > 0, there exists Ms N such
that /f(n) - g(n) / < an(6) for all n � M. Clearly fE
f for each
U) 
f s G and each set E. Also clearly, fJtg implies g
T
f for each
f,g E G
w
. 
w 
f-g, and g Th.Now suppose f,g,h E G ' E 
given 6 > 0, there exists M1 EN such that If Cn) - g Cn) I 
for all n � M1 and there exists M2 EN such that lg(n) 
for all n � M2• Thus for n � max {M1, M2} we have that: 
-
Thus 
< 
6 
(an)(2)
h(n) I < (an)(�)
/f(n) - h(n)/ ..'.:. if(n) - g(n)/ + /g(n) - h(n)/ < (o.n)(�) + (CTu)(�) = (au)6. 
Thus f�h and hence E-relatedness is an equivalence relation for each 
set E. Define 
w A(E;f) = {g E G: Thus A(E;f) is just the
equivalence class (under E-relatedness) containing f. Let gs A(E;f). 
Then the set T(E;g) = X{[0,l] nc g(n) - an(�)' g(n) + �(J) )} is 
an open set about g with T(E;g) CA(E;f). Thus A(E;f) is open. 
If g i A(E;f), then A(E;g) is an open set about g with the property 
that A(E;g) n A(E;f) = t. Therefore A(E;f) is closed. 
We now show that the space G
w 
fails to be locally connected 
by displaying the components of G
w 
and proving that they are not 
open (l; Th. 4.2, p. 113). 
w w 
For fE: G ,  let C(f) = {g E: G: g(n) = f(n) 
for all but a finite number of indices n}. We claim that C(f) is 
the component of G
w 
which contains f. It is clear that f E: C(f) and 
that C(f) is not open since any basic open set about f will contain 
12 
w 
infinitely many points of G which disagree with f in every coordinate. 
We now prove that the component of Gw containing f can be no larger 
than C(f) and afterwards show that C(f) is connected to complete the 
proof. Suppose there exists a point g in the component of Gul 
containing f such that g and f disagree in infinitely many coordinates 
g(n) and define M = {n 1, n 2, • • ·}. Define � = 1 if f(n) 
Ctu = Jf(n) - g(n) J if f(n) -j:. g(n). Let E {a 1, a 2, •••} and consider
the set A(E;g). We know that g E: A(E;g) and that A(E;g) is both open 
1 
The set A(E;g) does not contain f since for o = 7 , 
2 
and closed. 
Jf(ni) - g(ni) J > (�.)(o) for every ni E: M. Thus the intersection1 
of A(E;g) with the component of Gw containing f is a nonempty, proper, 
open and closed subset of the component which is not possible since 
components are connected. Therefore, the component of Gw containing f 
must be a subset of C(f). 
We now show that C(f) is connected. For k1 2 N, let
C(f;k ) = {g E: Gw : g(n) = f(n) for n -j:. k
1
}. For k
1
,k
2 
2 N and k
1 
< k2,
let C(f; k1, k2) = {g E: G
w
: g(n) = f(n) for n -j:. k
1
, k2}. In general, 
for k1 < k2 < ••• < km, let C(f; k1, k2,··· , kui) be the set
{g E: G
w
: g(n) = f(n) for n -j:. k 1, k 2, ···, �}. Clearly C(f; k 1,····, �)
is homeomorphic to an m-dimensional Euclidean box and is therefore 
connected. Since each C(f; k1, k2, ···, ¾i) is connected and each
contains f, the union of all of these sets (the union taken over all 
finite subsets {k1, k2, •••, kj} of N) is also connected [l; Th. 1.5,
p. 108]. Since this union is precisely C(f), we know that C(f) is
w 
connected, and it is therefore the component of G containing f. 
We now give the following table in summary. 
Table 1. A Comparison of I
w 
and G
w
. 
Topological Possessed by 
Property Hilbert Cube 
T4 YES 
Paracompact YES 
Lindelof YES 
B-W Compact YES 
Countably Compact YES 
Locally Compact YES 
Sequentially Compact YES 
Compact YES [ 2; p. 61] 
Locally Separable YES 
Separable YES 
First Countable YES 
Second Countable YES [ 2; p. 46) 
Metrizable YES [ 2; p. 108] 
Connected YES [ 1; p. 109]
Locally Connected YES [l; p. 113]
Possessed by 
Goofy Cube 
YES (p. 6) 
YES (p. 6) 
NO (p. 8)
NO (p. 7) 
NO (p. 7) 
NO (p. 11)
NO (p. 7) 
NO (p. 7) 
NO (p. 10)
NO (p. 7) 
NO (p. 10) 
NO (p. 10) 
NO (p. 10)
NO (p. 7)
NO (p. 12)
13 
14 
III. PRODUCTIVE PROPERTI ES
A topological property Pis called productive if X Aa has property
P whenever each Aa has property P. Of course the productivity of a
property depends upon the topology given to X Aa. In this section we
study the productivity of various properties under both the Goofynoff 
and Tychonoff topologies. 
In a sense our main conclusion is a negative one--namely that 
few properties are productive under the Goofynoff topology. However, 
it is this negative conclusion which provides the reason for choosing 
the Tychonoff topology as the more reasonable. 
In the following three-page table we state the major results of 
this paper. Many of the results are well known for the Tychonoff 
topology and, where this is the case, we provide a source and page 
number of a proof or counterexample. The other references made in 
the table are to theorems and example spaces which follow the table. 
It is necessary to realize that if Lis either the Goofynoff or 
Tychonoff topology and Pis any property considered in the following 
table, then when property P fails to be preserved by finite products, 
it will also fail to be preserved by infinite products under the topo­
logy L and a counterexample may be formed by extending a finite-product 
counterexample with one-point spaces for additional factor spaces . Sim­
ilarly, if property P fails to be preserved by countably infinite pro­
ducts under the topology L, then it will also fail to be preserved by 
uncountable products under the topology L. An asterisk(*) is used in 
the table to indicate an example formed by such an extension. 
Table 2. Productivity of Topological Properties 
Topological 
PRESERVED Under Tychonoff Topology 
Property By Finite By Countable By Uncountable 
Products Products Products 
T
O
YES YES YES 
[ 2; p. 80] [2; p. 80] [2; p. 80] 
T
l
YES YES YES 
[ 2; p. 80] [ 2; p. 80] [2; p. 80] 
T
2
YES YES YES 
[ 1; p. 138] [l; p. 138] [l; p. 138] 
T
3
YES YES YES 
[l; p. 142] [l; p. 14 2] [l; p. 142] 
T
4
NO NO NO 
[2; p. 80] * * 
TS 
NO NO NO 
[ 2; p. 80] * * 
* See explanation on page 14.
Under Goofynoff Topology 
By Countable 
Products 
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
·-· · · 
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
-
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
NO 
* 
---
NO 
* 
By Uncountable 
Products 
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
-- ----
YES 
Theorem 3.1 
··--- --
- • -•T·- • 
NO 
* 
NO 
* 
' 
--
I-' 
V, 
I 
I I 
I 
Table 2. (continued) 
Topological 
PRESERVED Under Tychonoff Topology 
Property By Finite By Countable By Uncountable 
Products Products Products 
NO NO NO 
Lindelof 
[ 2; p. 46] * * 
NO NO NO 
Paracompact 
[ 2; p. 69] * * 
NO NO NO 
B-W Compact
[l; p. 244-5] * * 
Countably NO NO NO 
Compact 
[1; p. 244-5] * * 
Locally 
YES NO NO 
Compact 
[l; p. 239] Example 3. 6 * 
Sequentially 
YES YES NO 
Compact 
Theorem 3.2 Theorem 3.2 Example 3.4 
YES YES YES 
Compact 
[ 2; p. 61] [2; p. 61] [ 2; p. 61] 
Under Goofynoff Topology 
By Countable By Uncountable 
Products Products 
NO NO 
* 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
NO NO 
* * 
NO NO 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
*
NO NO 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
NO NO 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
* 
NO NO 
* 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
NO NO 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
* 
� °' 
-l< 
Table 2. (continued) 
Topological 
PRESERVED Under Tychonoff Topology 
Property By Finite By Countable By Uncountable 
Products Products Products 
Locally 
YES NO :�C' 
Separable 
Theorem 3.3 Example 3.6 * 
YES YES NO 
Separable 
[2; p. 46] [2; p. 46] Example 3. 5 
First 
YES YES NO 
Countable 
[2; p. 46] [ 2; p. 46] Example 3.4 
Second 
YES YES NO 
Countable [2; p. 46] [2; p. 46] Example 3.4 
YES YES NO 
Metrizable 
[ 2; p. 98] [ 2; p. 108] Example 3.4 
YES YES YES 
Connectedness 
[ 2; p. 39] [2; p. 39] [ 2; p. 39] 
Locally 
YES NO NO 
Connected 
[l; p. 213] Example 3.6 * 
Under Goofynoff Topology 
By Countable By Uncountable 
Products Products 
NO NO 
* 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
NO NO 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
*
NO NO 
* 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
NO NO 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
* 
----
NO NO 
* 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
NO NO 
* 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
NO NO 
* 
Goofy Cube Goofy Cube 
--
r-' 
'--1 
I 
Theorem 3.1. Let X = X{Xa: a E /\} with the Goofynoff topology, 
where each Xa is a topological space. If i = 0,1,2, or 3 and each 
Proof : That the theorem is true for i = 0,1, and 2 follows 
immediately because the theorem is true if Xis given the Tychonoff 
topology [2; Th. 10.26, p. 80] and the Goofynoff topology contains 
more open sets than the Tychonoff topology. 
To see that the theorem is true for i 3, let F be a nonempty 
closed subset of X and g EX - F. Since X - Fis an open set, there 
exists a basic open set B = X {Ba: a E /\} with g E B C (X - F).
Thus g(a) E Ba for each a EA. Since Fis nonempty, at least one
then since Xa is a T3- space, there exists two disjoint open sets
Ua and Va with g(a) E Ua and (Xa - Ba) C Va. Clearly g EU= X Ua
and (X - U) is an open set in X with the property that (X - U) nu= ¢. 
We need only show now that F C (X - U). 
hence there exists al E J\ such that f (
a
1)
f (a
1) E 
Then f 
(Xa 
1 
is in 
- Ba ) CVa .
1 1 
the open set Y 
Let Ya 
1 
Va
1 
= X{Ya: a E
Let f E F. Thus f t. Band 
t Ba. . Thus we see that 
and for a -I al' let ya
J\}. Since Ya n Ua = 1 1 ¢, 
know that y nu ¢, and hence f is not a limit point of U. Thus 
f I- U and hence F c (X - U). Therefore, the two sets U and (X - U)
are disjoint open sets with g EU and F C(X - U). Thus Xis a 
regular space. Since we already know that the product of T
1
-spaces
is T1, we know that Xis a T3-space.
x a. 
we 
Theorem 3.2. Let X = X{xn : n EN} with the Tychonoff topology.
If each Xn is a sequentially compact space, then Xis also sequentially
compact. 
18 
Proof: Let {fn} be a sequence in X. Since x 1 is a sequentially 
compact space, there exists a subsequence {fn.(l)} of {fn(l)} which 
l 
converges to a point x
1 
in x
1
. Define s1:N�N by s 1(i) ni. Thus 
we have that {f 
( )
(1)} converges to x1 and that s1(n) > n for eachs1 
n 
n in N. Since x2 is sequentially compact , there exists a subsequence 
{f 
( )
(2)} of {f 
( )
(2)} which converges to a point x2 in x2.s1 ni s1 n 
Thus we have that {f 
( )
(2)}
s
2 
n 
19 
converges to x2 in X2 and that s2(n) 2. s1(n) for each
 n in N. Clearly,
by induction, we may continue this process choosing in the k
th 
step 
a subsequence {f 
( )
(k)} of {f 
( )  
(k)} which converges to a
s
k-1 
ni sk-1 
n 
point x
k 
in � and then defining the function s
k 
:N� sk-
l 
(N) by
s
k
(i) = sk-l (ni). Thus {fsk(n) 
(k)} converges to� and s
k
(n).?:. s
k
-
l 
(n)
for each n in N. 
Let x = <xn> and consider the "diagonal" subsequence {f ( )} ofSn n 
{fn}. We intend to show that {f ( )}converges to x. Let U be an open Sn n 
set in X about x. Then there exists a basic open set B = X {Bn: n � N} 
(
where each Bn is open in Xn and Bn = Xn except for a finite number 
of indices n) such that x E B  CU. Let m be the least positive integer 
such that Bn = Xn for all n.?.. m. Suppose k is a positive integer such 
that l � k � m. Then, since for n � k we have that {fS n
(
n
)
(
k)} is a
subsequence of {f
s
k
(n) 
(k)}, there exists�> 0 such that f
sn(n)
(k) is
an element of B
k 
for all n.?:. �- Let M = max {M1, M2, ···, Mm_1}.
Then for n.?:. M we have fsn(n)
(k) E B
k 
for all k such that 1 � k < m.
Since B .  = X. for all j.?:. m, we know that f EB for all n.?:. M. J J sn(n) 
Therefore {fc 
( )
}converges to x and hence Xis sequentially compact.
' n n 
Theorem 3. 3. Let X = x 1 X x2 X • • • X �. If each Xi is a 
locally separable space, then Xis locally separable. 
Proof: Let p = < p (m)> E X and U be an open set in X containing 
p. Thus there exists a basic open set B = B1 X B2 X ··· X Bn (where
each Bm is open in�) such that p EB CU. Since each� is locally
separable and p(m) E Bro, there exists a separable open set B� such
that p(m) EB� CBru. Therefore p EB'= B� X B; X ··· X B� CBC U.
Furthermore, B' is separable since it is a finite product of separable
sets [2; Th. 7.18, p. 46]. Therefore Xis locally separable.
20 
Example 3.4. For each real number r, let Ir= [O,l] with its 
usual Euclidean topology, and let X = X{Ir: r ER} with the Tychonoff 
topology. Then we claim that Xis a compact Hausdorff space which 
fails to be sequentially compact, first countable, second countable, 
and metrizable. The fact that Xis a compact Hausdorff space which 
fails to be sequentially compact is proven by Greever [2; Ex. 8.17,
p. 54]. To see Xis not first countable, second countable, nor
metrizable, we need only show that X fails to be first countable.
Let z be the constant function which is zero in every coordinate.
Suppose there exists a countable base at z. The collection B of all
sets of the form Xur, where Ur is open in Ir for each real number r 
and Ur = Ir except for a finite number of indices r, forms a basis for 
the topology for X. Thus there exists a sequence B1 :) B2 => • • • of
elements of B about z such that, if U is an open set about z, then 
there exists a positive integer n with U ::JBm for m .2:.. n [2; Th. 7. 3, 
p. 43]. Since Bi E B  for each i, we may write Bi= XV. where
1r 
V. 
ir 
= I except for the finite collection {V _ , V. , 
r 1ril i
r
i2
Let W = {r ER: r = r .. for some i EN and some j
l] 
Clearly Wis a countable subset of R and thus R - W # ¢. Let t ER - W 
and define Ut
= [O,½). For r # t, let Ur= Ir. Then, clearly, the
V. } • ir. 
ini 
set U = )({Ur: r € R} is an open set which contains no Bi. Since
this set U contains no Bi, there does not exist a positive integer n
with U J Bm for m 2 n, contradicting the way in which the open sets
Bi were chosen. Therefore there does not exist a countable base at z,
and thus X is not first countable, second countable, nor metrizable. 
Example 3.5. Let R be the set of real numbers and let A be the 
set of all subsets of R. For each a € A, let Ia= [O,l] with its
usual topology. Let X = X {Ia: a €A} with the Tychonoff topology. 
Then we claim that X is a nonseparable space. The fact that X is not 
No 
separable is clear since the cardinality of /I ls greater than 2 [l; Th. 
7.2, p. 175]. 
Example 3.6. For each n € N, let� be the set of real numbers 
with the discrete topology. Let X = X {Xn: n € N} with the Tychonoff
topology. We claim that, although each Xu is locally compact, locally 
connected, and locally separable, the space X has none of these three 
properties. We first show that each Xn has these three properties.
Let p € Xn. Clearly, the set {p} is a compact open set about p such
that p E {p} c {p}. Therefore Xu is locally compact. Let V be an 
open set about p. Then {p} is a connected open set with p € {p} CV. 
Therefore Xu is locally connected. The set {p} is also a separable 
open set with p contained in {p} and thus Xu is locally separable. 
Now let f E X and let B = X {Bn: n E N}, where each Bn is open in Xn
and Bn =�for all but a finite number of indices n, be an arbitrary
basis element about f. Since Bn is not separable for infinitely many
indices n (namely those for which Bn = Xn), B is not separable
[l; Th. 7.2, p. 175]. Since Bn is not compact for infinitely many
indices n, B is not compact [l; Th. 1.4, p. 224). Since Bn is totally
21 
disconnected for every n, B is not connected [l; Th. 1.7, p. 109]. 
Since Bn = Bn for each n, B = B. Thus the closure of each basis
element is neither compact, connected, nor separable. It follows 
that no compact set K can contain a subset B which is open in X, and 
thus X fails to be locally compact. It also follows that no open 
set in Xis separable, and thus X fails to be locally separable. 
Since each basis element is both open and closed and since Xis a 
Hausdorff space [l; Th. 1.3, p. 138], we see that Xis totally dis­
connected. Thus no open set in Xis connected, and X fails to be 
locally connected. 
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